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JESUS provides HOPE through our Design 
Psalm 139:13-18 

 
The Church: A Place of Hope 

 

Theme:  God designed us with a spirit that is dependent on Him. 
 
Introduction: 
How are we to understand our problems that seem to pull us down and into multiple directions 
all at the same time? Broadly speaking, the problems we experience fall into two broad 
categories. The first category is the result of natural disasters. The second category is the result 
of the choice/consequence sequence.  Both are a consequence of living in a fallen world. Yet, 
regardless of why we are where we are, there is HOPE. In our first study, we looked at how 
JESUS provides HOPE through our IDENTITY. This week we will consider how JESUS provides 
HOPE through our DESIGN. 
 
Outline: 

 
I. The “What” and “Why” of our existence (Psalm 139:13-18) 

 
A.  What are we? – Spirit/Soul + Body 

 
B. Why are we here? – God’s Design / Designed for JOY 

 
II. Facing Our Problems 

 
A. Counseling 

 
B. Who are the “best” counselors – The Church: A Place of HOPE – Finding HELP 

 
 

Shepherding the Sheep: (What is the NEXT STEP?) 
 
Thus, as we think through our own stories in the context of God’s Story, the real issue is our 
relationship to God and how we cultivate, nurture, and grow this relationship individually and 
in the community of faith.   The Scripture invites us to depend on the Holy Spirit, know the 
Scripture, attend and serve in and through the local church, and participate in transparent 
community.  In so doing, we will find hope for the unruly, fainthearted, weak, trapped, and 
rebellious. 
 


